Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
havoc

n. [great destruction and devastation] mayhem; plunder

heresy

n. [an opinion which is contrary to the beliefs held by the church]
dissidence; nonconformity; heterodoxy; unorthodoxy

dogma

Analogy: recantation : heresy :: apostasy : faith
hiatus

n. [any gap or interruption, as in time or continuity] interval;
respite; reprieve; suspension

hibernate

v. [sleep throughout the winter, as of certain animals(bears)]

estivate

Related Words:
estivate (also aestivate): v. sleep during summer, as of certain
animals (snails)
hovel

n. [a small, miserable, and often dirty house] shack; shanty
Analogy: palatial : hovel :: bucolic : city

hover

1.
2.
3.

v. [to be undecided about something] vacillate; waver
v. [to be suspended in the air, as against gravity] levitate
v. [to linger or wait close by, esp. in an overprotective or
anxious way] linger

humble

1.

adj. [marked by meekness and modesty; not proud] meek;
modest; unassuming; retiring

2.

adj. [low in condition, rank or position] lowly; unpretentious;
modest
v. [to lower in pride or in condition, rank or position] abase;
mortify; humiliate

3.

1.

supercilious; proud;
haughty; conceited;
overweening;
bumptious

Analogy: humble : bumptious :: genial : dour
hummock

n. [a small natural hill or a raised area of land] hillock; hammock;
knoll; mound

hurtle

1.
2.

hyperbole ®

n. [exaggeration for effect and not meant to be taken literally
(Ex: He is as strong as an ox)] overstatement; embellishment;
embroidery

vale; valley

v. [to dash against with great force] crash; collide
v. [to move forcefully and swiftly] rush; lunge; plunge; thrust
understatement

Analogy: exaggerated : hyperbole :: nonsensical : drivel
hypothetical

adj. [assumed] suppositious; supposed; imagined

iconoclastic ®

1.
2.

idolatry ®

1.
2.

ignite

1.
2.

adj. [attacking accepted ideas and beliefs] nonconforming;
irreverent; dissident; unorthodox
adj. [opposing use of images or idols in religion]
n. [excessive or extreme devotion to a person or thing]
veneration; adulation
n. [worship of idols]
v. [to set fire to; cause to burn] light; kindle; enkindle;
inflame
v. [to arouse the feelings of passions of] excite; incite;
kindle; inspire; animate; inflame

illicit

adj. [not allowed by law, custom, rule, etc.] illegitimate; unlawful;
outlawed; prohibited; unauthorized

imbue

1.
2.
3.

v. [to fill with moisture] saturate; soak
v. [to fill with color or dye] hue; tinge
v. [to fill or inspire, with principles, ideas, emotions, etc.]
permeate; pervade; diffuse

1.

extinguish

licit; legitimate

